SALVATION ON THE STREET

The Fourth of a series of Articles by Commander Evangeline Booth, in which our Leader Recalls
the why and therefore of the Army's Open-air Work, and presses upon Salvationists Their
Responsibilities in Connection Therewith.
Having fixed once and for all before us the immense opportunity and value of open-air work, the
natural sequence is an overpowering desire, nay resolve, to make the most of this mighty
Instrument for the storming of Evil's strongholds and the building up of the ranks of the
redeemed.
How may we do this? In the first place we must all agree that the profitable effect of all open-air
meetings is largely determined by the way in which such are conducted. As with all our
opportunities, the more choice they are in character, the more easily and often can they be
abused and destroyed, so thwarting our object as to change what should be blessing into curse,
And street meetings, just because they put such a unique chance into our hands, can all too
readily be spoiled and their blessed privileges thrown away.
MANY HANDS MAKE FOR SUCCESS.
How to conduct an open-air meeting to the best possible advantage is a most intricate question.
There are most likely a thousand odds against us in rattle of traffic, shouting paper boys, crying
children, attractive store-windows and indifferent passersby; and to arrest attention, convince of
the truth, and win a soul demands all the skill, ingenuity and care that can be thrown into the
undertaking.
Now there cannot be a greater mistake, or I might say a more unjust conclusion than for it to be
supposed that the entire responsibility for a profitable open-air meeting rests upon the leader.
If I believed this, I should not be writing those present articles for The War Cry. But I realize that
the soldiers and converts are indispensable factors in the success or failure of street meetings.
The open-air is contributed to by all who help to form the ring, and the officer in charge cannot
be responsible for the ill-doing of the soldier's share, which share may considerably help or
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materially hurt the meeting as a whole; while at the same time it is unfair to give the entire credit
of a good meeting to the commanding officers whose part, while an important one, is only a part
of the whole.
AN INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY.
Here I would say that I am desperately anxious to make these articles practical, for I am convinced
that if every comrade takes hold of his whole responsibility and fills up his whole opportunity in
the open-air, then the results of the Great Call Campaign in the United States will be stupendous
beyond all our anticipations. To this end I would particularize two or three points wherein all may
contribute assistance that will count in street meetings.
First, there is punctuality, which is foremost among those features in which a soldier can best
help towards the success of an open-air meeting. Be on time. It is difficult, as well as undesirable,
for the officer to start an open-air meeting without his soldiers. A good showing at the beginning
goes a long way towards securing a good showing at the end. The time we have to herald the
Gospel in the streets is short enough, and to make the very most of it we want all hands on board
at the outset. A quarter of an hour lost at the commencement can never be made up. It scamps
the whole meeting. It shortens the songs, cramps the testimonies, and even curtails the blessed
influences, and for soldiers to be dawdling up all the way through, only rallying in any force
during the closing announcement, entirely robs the open-air meeting of that valuable and
indispensable service which it asks from the soldiers.
How I am fully aware that it is exceedingly difficult for some of our dear soldiers to get to the
open-air at all, let alone get there in good time, especially upon a week-night. Working until six
o'clock, having many little duties at home to attend to, and perhaps at some distance from the
open-air stand, it le almost impossible for them to reach the open-air in time to help with the
first song, and I should indeed feel pained for any of these brave and self-sacrificing comrades
to think that in pointing out to you the importance of punctuality in these meetings I was
inconsiderate or forgetful of the difficulties which stand in your way, or of the struggles you make
to do as well as you do. I consider the grand mustering of our open-air field merits the greatest
praise, and would here like to congratulate the men and women who make up our rank and file.
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All the same, realizing the immense advantage it brings to these open-air meetings to start them
on time, I would persuade all to put forth strenuous efforts to render this important service to
our battle of the streets.
ETERNAL ISSUES AT STAKE.
Second, there is the purpose of the meeting. Remember it. If each soldier on the street kept all
the time before him the object for which he is standing there, earnestness would assuredly
dominate his every action, giving intensity to song, faith to prayer, and power to speech that
could not fail to give the immortal touch to the meeting. It should not be forgotten that the
open-air meeting is conducted for exactly the same purpose, with the same eternal issues at
stake, as the all-important Sunday night service. It is not merely freshly to call the attention of
the public to The Salvation Army, not merely to fall in harmony with the population that outdoor
meetings should be held, not merely to demonstrate the attractive power of the drum, not
merely to make an opportunity for another collection. But the meeting is hold for the salvation
of the people; to tell heedless souls who forgot God and ignore righteousness of the claims of
the judgment, to force upon to giddy the earnestness of eternity, to make known to the
despairing and broken in heart that Jesus died, to convince those bound by the letters of crime
of the unfailing ability of God, and to catch the multitudes who will not cross the threshold of
church or hall. If we do but remember the purpose of the street meetings, then, be it but a word
we speak, it will hang starlike in some dark sky; only a song me sing, it will float through the
desolation of some bleak heart; only a story we tell, it will stir again some thought long lost; only
a prayer we pray, it will wake life anew in some conscience long dead. Oh, that every one of us
may remember, without one instance of forgetfulness, the Blood-bought, Calvary-suffered,
Christ-given privileges and the Heaven-kissed blessings of the open-air fight!
PROFIT BY PREPARATION.
Third, I would suggest that there are tremendous vantages in making some preparation.
The open-air has been the seminary where our most useful and able soldiers and accomplished
local officers have graduated, the arena where they have learned to grapple it and overcome
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opponents of all descriptions, and the school where they have acquired their hardest but
grandest lessons. In the open-air ring, the world round, our people, both timid and courageous,
have mastered the art of arresting the attention of the masses and speaking those simple and
telling messages that fasten themselves upon the conscience, and they have unexceptionally
proved that its field offers the grandest opportunities for attaining proficiency in Salvation
warfare.
But I cannot help but say that its privileges are not used as they might be and should be. There
are few if any opportunities in this life we can satisfactorily use without sone preparation, and the
opportunity to testify in the open-air would be filled to 50 percent greater advantage if our
soldiers came up to it armed by previous thought and prayer. If it is necessary to make some
preparation, to have ready some Scriptural verse to quote, some fact to state, some story to tell,
or some thought to express to forcefully and effectively deliver the message in an Indoor
meeting, is it not as important to be ready outdoors where it is so much more difficult to hold
the attention of casual passersby?
PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS INTEREST.
Remembering the experience of my earliest days, I would say, with 11ttle trouble and less time
thoughts most valuable in their effect can be easily gathered when the mind is set upon this
purpose. The most common observation will collect for those in quite ordinary circumstances
both incident and thought which render inestimable service in the open-air ring, giving to a
soldier's testimony fresh ideas, practical illustrations, life and interest. Maybe something can be
gathered from somebody's doings, or somebody's sayings in the workshop; maybe something
from The War Cry, picked out and stored in the mind when reading it several days back; maybe
some advertisement placarding a wall can be made to illustrate & good point. It should always
be remembered that nothing is so attractive in the line of speaking, especially out-of-doors, as
that which takes hold of the affairs of everyday life, touches the things which are going on all
around us, and makes then to illustrate the blessedness of mercy, the warnings of judgment, or
the goodness of God.
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THE BIBLE THE WEAPON OF CONVICTION.
Then there is no more forceful weapon that can be used for charging upon the consciences of
the people than the Bible. A quote with which everyone is not familiar, spoken slowly and
distinctly, makes an impression to which nothing else can be compared, as well as furnishing the
mind with a thousand suggestions upon which to spook. A little time ago someone said to me
that he could never got away from hearing a poor illiterate man in the open-air quote: "which
forsaketh the guide of her youth, and forgetteth the covenant of her God... her. house inclineth
unto death," and how the soldier went on to apply the meaning of the verse by saying, "Is there
anybody here forsaking the guide of her youth — a mother's prayer, the influence of a Christian
home — or forgetting the covenant with her God or the promises made in early days? — because
the end of such inclines unto death."
Nor can we wonder at the incomparable effect and far-reaching influence of scripture proclaimed
upon the street. It is the word of God, of which He has said, “It shall not return into Me void."
Let us use it more in the open-air.
Soldiers can sender the most valuable service to The Army, to their officers, to the poor lost
world, by making come preparation to use sell the few brief moments given them on the street,
and while they are doing this they are incidentally rendering the most valuable service to their
own spiritual and mental capacity, for the mind and heart are like the arts and limbs, the more
you exercise them the better they will serve you and the purpose for which you live.

(To be continued.)

(N.Y.W.C.) (May 14, 1921)
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